Relationship of manual muscle testing to objective strength measurements.
This study investigates the relationship between manual muscle test scores (MMT) and quantitative isometric strength measurements (QIS). It also evaluates the implications of that relationship for design of therapeutic trials. Extension and flexion strength at the elbows, hips, and knees of 21 neuromuscular disease patients were tested a total of 26 times utilizing both MMT and QIS testing. Paired data were evaluated with Spearman ranked correlation coefficients, and then QIS was predicted from MMT using Lowess, a consistent form of nonparametric regression. Finally, the implications of the Lowess analysis for designing a therapeutic trial were evaluated. MMT and QIS measurements were significantly correlated in all movements tested. Lowess analysis yielded prediction errors ranging from 16 to 24% of QIS range. Analysis of the sample size needed for a therapeutic trial suggested that a protocol measuring MMT would require more subjects for the same level of statistical significance as a protocol measuring QIS. Since it was not possible to reliably predict QIS values from MMT scores, such conversions are not appropriate for clinical use. This inconsistent relationship between MMT and QIS carries major implications for the design of therapeutic trials. Since therapeutic trials are time consuming, expensive, and most centers do not have large numbers of individuals available, using QIS as an outcome measure is a preferable research design.